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On Your Mark, Get Set, GO!  
Let the Adventure BEGIN! 

OVERVIEW:

Prepare to TEACH
Practical Information 
Final Exam Prep

BE PREPARED: 
This month come prepared to  dive
deeper into Module 12 during our
Sept. 17,  2022 Zoom Classroom. 

FINAL EXAM
REGISTRATION: 
Registration emails were sent
following the Aug. Posture
Conference. Check your email and
be sure to register!

Finishing up your practice teaching, studying for your exam and
preparing for your Practical(s), might very well be stirring  up  mixed
emotions. You might even be a little fearful... BUT WAIT! Fear NOT!
You are on the threshold of a very exciting time of discovery and
blessing. You are about to enter a beautiful community of instructors
who are ready and waiting to welcome you into the next chapter of
your Pietra Fitness journey. You are about to enter into the mission
field of Pietra Fitness apostolate work. You are about to fully
experience thePietra Fitness Lifestyle!  

Your time in training has prepared you well for the next step after
your Practical  to - TEACH classes!! 

T - Time to build a consistent class schedule (be patient!)
E - Expect people to say No - and keep inviting them to class(es)
A - Allow some time for people to learn more about Pietra Fitness 
C - Cultivate your Pietra Fitness lifestyle with Daily Meditation
H - Humility in your practice will keep your heart and mind open to
God and His Plan for the mission He has for you. 
 



Your training is winding down

and now we are entering into the

practical season of your studies. 

These are your exams in which

you get to shine and we could not

be more excited for you.

Take some time now to watch the

video I have prepared with step

by step instructions on how to

register for your practical(s) after

your Final Exam*. The video is

linked in the blog post section of

your PFIT Portal. 

Please pay close attention to

adhering to the Pietra Fitness

class format AND never

compromise on prayer - WINK

WINK! 

Pietra Fitness strengthens mind,

body and soul, it is the soul that

needs time and patience to be in

relationship with God.  

Practicals are Here!

By Chris Mautino, Exam Leader

multiple choice, fill in the blanks,

naming poses, and knowing the 9

components of a Pietra Fitness Class.
 

Studying the Review Questions a

little bit at a time is a good way to

study. 

Remember if there are any items

that are unclear you are welcome to

reach out to us at

pfit@pietrafitness.com.  

 

The Final Exam will take place
during our next Zoom Classroom.
Please register now - the link was
sent just after our August class. 
 

After our spiritual conversation, a
Q&A session, and Module 12
discussion we will release the Final
Exam to each participant as a
Google Form. This will be familiar
to  you since you will have already
taken and passed 3 quizzes before
the Final Exam.  The Exam is made
up of  approx. 100 questions  that
range from: true/false, 

 

Preparing for Your Final Exam 
by Betsy Hoyt 

Remember to submit your

CPR/AED certification soon, along

with your proof of fitness

insurance. Having these two things

in place before your practical will

help streamline the processing of

your Certificate. 

In conclusion, we are praying for

your success and hope to see your

gifts shine as you help bring more

souls to Christ.  If you have any

questions, please direct them to my

attention at one of the following

emails:

chris.mautino@pietrafitness.com

schedule@pietrafitness.com

*All Posture Conferences, Quizzes and the Final Exam must
be completed with a passing grade of 80% before
scheduling your Practical(s). 

 

more...

Please give reverence and respect

where it is most critical in

our classes. A lot of people come to

our instructors affirming this

position by saying they “come for

the exercise, but keep coming back

for the prayer.”

You can see, that there are some

specifics on what to expect.  Above

all, we know how uncomfortable

this practical process can be - we

have been in your shoes. Give it to

God, and He will lead you. You have

worked hard to get here, and we

are very proud of

you!


